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Premier’s heavy duty tractor loader round bale grabber is designed to safely and carefully handle a wide variety of bales. Whether the bales are film

wrapped, net wrapped or conventional twine tied, rest assured that the Premier round bale grabber will be a durable and productive attachment for

years of use.

Premier’s round bale grabber is primarily intended for use with film or plastic wrapped bales but there has been a growing use of this attachment in

the more traditional net and twine type of bale handling. With our bale grabber attachment you can stack bales either upright or on their sides. The

upright method of storage will allow the bales to be stacked higher in today’s modern barns.

Our bale grabber has been carefully designed to use a large diameter roll formed tube layout that greatly reduces the potential for damage to the

bales. Damage risk is even further reduced with the use of four roll formed tubes on each arm. This allows the bale to be securely grabbed by the

arms without over squeezing and deforming or damaging the bale. The free floating arm design allows for bales to be stacked or loaded close

together without damaging neighboring bales. This design also gives the operators flexibility in loading so that the bale grabber arms can easily slip

out between bales.

Premier’s round bale grabber is also equipped with a spring loaded self-centering system that allows the arms to open evenly during operation. This

feature also allows for the bale grabber to evenly grab the bale even if the operator is not completely centered on the bale, once again helping to

prevent damage. The heavy duty pins that the arms pivot on are fully greaseable and capable of handling the 2,200 lbs. of capacity that this

attachment can handle. The arms will open to an operating width of 82” and a working depth of 38”.

The standard tractor loader round bale grabber is available with either the global mounting bracket, any of the John Deere mounting brackets (500,

600, 700, H series & R series) and the universal skid steer loader mounting bracket. Premier can also build custom mounts to work with other tractor

loaders as well. Each Premier tractor loader round bale grabber comes complete with hydraulic hoses and flat faced hydraulic quick couplers.

For additional information on Premier round bale grabbers view our agriculture catalog. (PDF 456 KB)
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PREMIER AUGER

2707 Lofty Drive 

Fort Wayne, IN 46808

TOLL FREE: 866-458-0008 

TEL: 260-456-8518 

FAX: 260-456-6868

Tractor Loader

Here at CEC we have been running Premier augers and drives for years. We find them very durable and reliable, and

equally important in the rental business is the factory support ...

- BILL ARMSTEAD  /  CONTRACTORS EQUIPMENT CENTER
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